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reflecting on bodies

The body is the origin from
which architecture necessarily
extends. Like clothing or the
physical surface of the body
itself, architecture comprises
an intermediate condition
between self and space. For
this reason, architecture, at
every instance, replicates
the space of the body, to
varying degrees of specificity.
Problematically, “the body”
upon which architecture
is contingent constitutes
an ideal mathematical
reduction of human form,
an impossible platonic
category that homogenizes an
infinitely diverse spectrum of
actual, physical bodies, our
bodies. We are then faced
with a condition in which
architecture organized by an
ideal figure can never actually
accommodate a particular
body. Instead, the ideal
architectural body concretizes
a standard to which physical
bodies must conform.
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This thesis operates in the apparent chasm between
the schematic body that organizes architecture and the
bodied subject that ultimately experiences architecture.
Contextualizing this schematic figure (the drawn, the
dimensioned body) as a condition of both historical
architectural convention and a contemporary cultural
condition that is rooted in identities of difference and
multiplicitous subjectivities, it considers what kinds of
spaces or what kinds of bodies might be produced and
how they are produced.
For that reason, this work also responds to an architectural
and cultural moment which prioritizes the self: namely,
ourselves, our bodies. Our virtual environments are
ever organized around the individual, whose agency is
contingent on the construction of a unique identity (a
profile, an image, or virtual fragment of the embodied
self), allowing her to relate to and interact with other
individuals by means of their own networked identities.
This is a condition of a mobile contemporary sociality that
no longer coincides with our current built environment, the
way we still think about and make architecture.
However, this tendency can be identified in new modes
of making both in architecture and outside of the
discipline. Architectural practitioners using new fabrication
methodologies are able to engage with the minute details
of making, to the extent that designer, her hands, her
body, replace those of the builder. Here, the standards and
tolerances typically afforded to contractors are essentially
eliminated; instead, a project functions at the specific
behest of one subjective actor: one body making at the
scale of bodies. Similarly, this impulse can be identified in
a growing DIY culture that exists primarily online. Networks
of makers concerned with making by and for the self, an
action which necessarily subverts the standards to which
architecture (and fashion) typically conform.
Considering the specificity of the subject and embodied
subjectivity as a new architectural modality, this proposal
deploys a bodily contingency meant to subvert an
architectural tradition that has reduced all bodies to a series
of normative dimensions, categories and genders. From
the harmonious geometric proportions of the Vitruvian
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Archigram/Michael Webb, Suitaloon, 1967.
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Allan Wexler, Wall (I want to become
architecture), 2002.
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Sharon Givony, I Must Be Growing Small
Again/Bodyline, 2012.

Man (figure 4), to le Corbusier’s abstracted Modulor (figure
5), and even to Neufert’s modern dimensional standard
(figure 6), instead of the body-specific, we are resigned to
an ideal model which is only ever specifically male.
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Leonardo da Vinci, Vitruvian Man, c. 1409.

Le Corbusier, Le Modulor 2, 1955.

Ernst Neufert, der mensch, das maß aller
dinge (man, the measure of all things), 1936.

Only in the last thirty years of architectural discourse have
we begun to concertedly reformulate the way in which
the body is implicated in space beyond the analogic
relationship between humanist construction and Vitruvius’
“well-shaped man.” Anthony Vidler’s post-modernist
contribution describes a fragmented body that suggests
the possibility of an animate corporeal architecture. Here,
the body is broken into its sensory capacities, not a
system of physical proportions that humanist architecture
recomposes into a harmonic whole. The post-modern
trajectory posits an architectural environment with which
we might better empathize by projecting onto it aspects of
perceptual corporeality. But in doing so, the spatial body
becomes irrelevant.
Instead, the bodied subject is mobilized (in discourse and
in space) by resituating the relationship between body
(actual, physical, specific) and architecture beyond the
classical analogic, modern schematic, the post-modern
perceptual modalities. If architecture is conceived as an
extension of not just the body, but an individual body, it
should be contingent upon the specificity of that physical
body. Conequently, this research takes up architecture
as mode of fit, and consciously negotiates between the
fitness of surface to a body or subject and an agenda
of qualitative illfit that subverts normative architectural
standard and normative conceptions of body.
Here, “fitness” both affirms and disciplines the body. The
concept is borrowed from dressmaking and tailoring,
discplines more intricately involved in making for the body
than is architecture, where issues of fitness primarily apply
to the scale of a building and its site. Fit, a fundamental
component of fashion design, is a principle that most
directly implies a body or a particular relationship of a
surface to a body. In this case, the surface engaging with
a given body is subject to the dimensions and form of that
body. “Fitness” alternatively implies a disciplining of body
(a concept that is also at home in fashion production): the

quest of the size twelve to become the size six, the inclination toward a more desirable category of body.
The work of the thesis begins at a literal reconstruction of real bodies, also borrowing from dressmaking to
parameterize pattern-drafting processes based on the measurements of real subjects.
These components—body-specific measure, spatial fit, and fabrication constraints—come together in a bodycontingent parametric architecture, capable of generating an effectively infinite range of spaces for the diversity of
individual bodies. Here, the inputs are specific and variable (as are bodies). The script also provides a framework in
which the specificity of body inputs can interface with the specific parameters of fabrication in such a way that the
body-specific not only becomes indexed in space, but in a mode of making that itself embraces specificity and the
subjectivity of an architect as digital craftsman. The result is both an architecture and a construction methodology
that is oriented toward the individual.
What a new reconciling (or perhaps collapsing) of architecture and body must then confront is the essential rift
between the conventional fixity of architecture and the dynamism of a body, not only as it grows and moves, but as it
interacts with other bodies. This is what distinguishes this proposal as an architectural proposal rather than one that
is more suited to fashion. Fashion concerns only a presentation of the individual, while architecture is fundamentally
invested the collective, the sociality of multiple individuals and potential multiplicities. But where this collective is
abstracted into whole numbers by occupancy categories and other architectural codifications of the crowd that are
literally disembodied from their implied occupants, the work shown here realizes an explicitly bodied assemblage of
real figures.
Key questions that arise from these propositions include: (1) What or who is the architectural body and what are
its/his/her/their spatial and cultural implications? (2) How can architecture recognize, index or reproduce specific
and non-normative bodies? (3) How might dual agendas of specificity and subversion, fit and illfit coincide with or
perhaps generate modes of making for the body/by the body, or, alternatively, how do these agendas operate in
a parametric environment? More fundamentally, (4) what comprises the entity of body? And at what point is that
designation legible in the script? In the two-dimensional pattern? In the reproduced body? And finally, (5) How do
“real” bodies interact with these reproduced bodies?
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on ideal bodies

The thesis operates on the position that architecture is essentially an extension of the body; not only as a system that
locates and contains the body, but which is organized by it. This condition is problematized when one acknowledges
the historic and persistent tendency on behalf of the discipline to standardize, normatize, and idealize forms,
materials, and assemblies. Convention has and continues to dictate the type of body (often singular) which is
considered in architectural making. Consequently, the spaces that conform to this limited notion of body, body as
standard, reflexively “structure” all other bodies that ultimately occupy those spaces.
The architectural body is first introduced as a system of organization in the humanist tradition and specifically in
Vitruvius’ foundational texts. The Vitruvian architectural body operates analogically to the building, and serves as
a natural—and by extension, divine—system of ordering. The building organized by the natural proportions of “the
well-shaped man” became, symbolically, an ideal bodily entity. Drawings by di Giorgio Martini take this analogy quite
literally, inscribing an athletic male body onto a city or basilica plan (figures 7 & 8), or embedding it in a column capital
(figure 9).
Filarete in his writings at the time is even less ambiguous about the kind of body that organizes perfect architecture:
not only “well shaped,” but specifically male. He is quoted in his treatise on architecture:
As I have said, the building is constructed as a simile for the human figure. You see that I have shown you by
means of a simile that a building is derived from man, that is, from his form, members, and measure.1
In her article “Architecture from Without: Body, Logic, and Sex,” Diana Agrest points out the extremes to which
this exclusion is taken to make the male gender of the architectural figure explicit.2 Filarete, for example, only
invokes the female body to describe the architect as mother, who effectively births the building, his progeny. Filarete
transgenders the architect to his convenience, appropriating a metaphor belonging to the female body and applying
it to an architecture where she is fundamentally irrelevant. To avoid any ambiguity, he clarifies:
The building is conceived in this manner. Since no one can conceive himself without a woman, by another simile,
the building cannot be conceived by one man alone. As it cannot be done without woman, so he who wishes
to build needs an architect. He conceives it with him and then the architect carries it. When the architect has
given birth he becomes the mother of the building. Before the architect gives birth, he should dream about his
conception, think about it, and turn it over in his mind in many ways for seven to nine months, just as woman
carries her child in her body for seven to nine months.3
Historically, the female body is never the symbolic architectural referent, but the faculties of the female body are
appropriated to sustain the humanist bodily metaphor. One might mention the projection of the female form onto the
caryatid, but the sculptural application of body is distinct from the body as diagram. The former renders the body
as object and the latter employs the body more integrally. Additionally, the extent to which the humanist analogy
between body and building mutually reinforced the classification of divine ideal, the exclusion of the female body
reified her exclusion from the classification of ideal body.
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A gendered construction of the architectural body and the perpetuation of the classical ideal continue right into
the 20th century. Le Corbusier’s iconic Modulor Man still strived for an underlying harmony in architecture, derived
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Francesco di Giorgio Martini, illustration from Trattato
d’architettura, c. 1463, printed 1841.
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Francesco di Giorgio Martini, illustration from
Trattato d’architettura, c. 1463, printed 1841.
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Francesco di Giorgio Martini, illustration from
Trattato d’architettura, c. 1463, printed 1841.

from an essential mathematics. The modernist dealt
more directly with the scale of the body than does his
renaissance forbearers, and at least momentarily, he did
not regard human measure as an abstract ideal number,
but it instead originated from an empirical standard.

10 Le Corbusier, Le Modulor, 1948.

11 Le Corbusier, Le Modulor 2, 1955.

Neufert, “Menschen” in The Architect’s
12 Ernst
Data, 1st Ed., 1936.

The first versions of the Modular were drawn from the
average height of the European man, 1.75 meters (or
5’9”), which were divided into three proportions based
on the golden section, G = 1 + 1/G (figure 10). However,
this empirical dimension was later supplanted with the
English standard of 6 feet, which was Le Corbusier’s
attempt to reconcile two incongruous systems of
measurement, metric and imperial, which come together
here as expressions of the same bodily proportions. That
said, Corb is also quoted saying that “in English detective
novels, the good-looking men, such as policemen, are
always six feet tall.”4
Above all, Le Corbusier invokes the classicism of his
humanist predecessors and their tools of analysis
(the golden section) as a means of rationalizing and
standardizing the body as a schematic and organizational
unit. He writes in his Vers une architecture nouvelle that
“we must strive towards the establishment of a standard in
order to face the problem of perfection.”5 And he insisted
upon the body—or at least his abstraction of body—as
a way to mobilize this kind of standardization in both his
introduction to Le Modulor in 1948 and the updated Le
Modulor 2 in 1955.
Colin Rowe points to the discrepancy between Corb’s
classicism and modernist standardizatiomn in his essay
“The Mathematics of the Ideal Villa,” wherein he recognizes
Palladio’s Villa Foscari and Le Corbusier’s Villa Stein as
products of the same kind of classical order. Mostly an
attempt to resituate modernism in the classical tradition,
Rowe identifies the organizing law of proportion (present
in the body, but diffused across the natural world) as
implicit in both examples. The goal is, if not an access to
the divinity of nature, some kind of mysticism rooted in
essential, perhaps sacred geometries. The claim is that
the reification of a mathematical order, the construction
of a Platonic ideal, precipitates the “fantasy of Virgilian

dreaming.” Rowe interjects: ”For here is set up the conflict between the absolute and the contingent, the abstract
and the natural; and the gap between the ideal world and the too human exigencies of realization here receives its
most pathetic presentation.”6 The arbitrary order of the abstracted body is at odds with the house as a machine for
living in, where “living” comprises a mode of the actual, the messy, the irrational, the real body.
German architect Ernst Neufert was a contemporary of Le Corbusier and a product of Bauhaus rationalism which
led him to conceive a similarly systematic architectural body. Like Corb, Neufert’s use of bodily proportions included
in the now widely-distributed Architect’s Data are also based on the golden section and this teleology of architectural
standard. However, the aim for Neufert was not to extend ideal proportions of the body to the scaled proportions of
buildings, but to rationalize the body into discrete measurements and states that can be designed for, around and
with. Here, the body is no longer presenced in the cruciform basilica plan or the caryatid, but in appropriate and exact
dimensions for doors, ceiling heights, railings and, less concretely, specific accommodations for social interactions
and domestic activities. Instead, Neufert’s highly rationalist architecture considers the body as a measured part in its
functional mechanism. Still, he fails to recognize the bodies which deviate from his functional standards, including,
initially, gendered bodies. We do eventually get a Neufert woman, still the smoothed, slight, diagrammatic Neufert
figure, but clearly a secondary standard.
The reification of the standard architectural body in the book on architectural convention not only yields an architecture
that accommodates nothing other than a neo-humanist ideal, but reduces the body to convention, holding an
infinitely diverse spectrum of bodies to an absolute norm, a standard to which actual, physical bodies must and
cannot possibly conform. While I’m not particularly interested in proposing a new architectural standard derived from
a female anthropometric or some big-breasted revival of the humanist bodily analogy, I will argue that architecture’s
bodily referents should include a diversity of not only genders, but all forms of bodies.
More recently, Anthony Vidler has taken up a post-modern architecture that, like its classical predecessors, reinscribes
the body onto building. This is not the same body of the humanist tradition, but one that radically departs from the
ideal conception of radial Vitruvian limbs: “It is a body which seems to be fragmented, if not contorted, deliberately
torn apart and mutilated almost beyond recognition.” And further, the post-humanist, post-modern body “no longer
serves to center, to fix, or to stabilize,” but to provide the physical and sensorial thresholds to which architecture
might respond.7 For Vidler, this seems to precipitate an animate architecture, but I wonder if it might concern a
modality of architecture that begins to embrace (perhaps literally) bodily specificity.
Sartre, whom Vidler quotes at the beginning of his essay “The Building in Pain: The Body and Architecture in PostModern Culture,” introduces a bodily subjectivity into the architectural environment by suggesting that we can only
recognize our body through our relation to the world, to architecture. Our body, and our recognition of our body,
is contingent on it existing in a world. Sartre writes in Being and Nothingness: “My body is everywhere: the bomb
which destroys my house also damages my body in so far as the house has already an indication of my body.”8
The existential relationship between “my body” and the space it occupies signals a potential for a more explicit
contingency between body and building, such that allows architecture to recognize subjects, their sizes, genders
and apparent deformities or deviations from culturally constructed categories of body.
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The work of Thomas Carpentier in L’homme, mesures de toutes choses is a direct response to the limited conception
of the architectural body as fit, able, western male in Neufert’s Data (specifically, his phrasing “der mensch, das maß

aller dinge”) and the ideal-abstract figure of the Modulor. In the same empirical format, he specifies dimensions for
the deformities of a new generation of architectural figures, a hoard of “monsters,” as he calls them, drawn from
popular culture (his riff on Corb’s standard figure includes, amusingly, a Scissorhands Modulor, shown in figure
13). In his playful reimagining of Neufert, he considers both the singularity of the body as resistant to standard and
presents the architectural implications of those bodies.9
My own agenda is to subvert this ideal, the notion of a standard body. Even with subversive strategies deployed
by Carpentier, we aren’t seeing our bodies, our selves. Actual bodies are in fact most antithetical to this ideal
architectural body.
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making/specificity

Beyond the theoretical basis of this research, which is primarily deconstructive in its methodology, the work of
the thesis operates within a parametric framework that systematizes relationships between (1) the exact measure
of bodies, (2) tectonic and material considerations that generate legible bodies and, to a lesser extent, (3) the
constraints native to particular fabrication methods. The script replicates a process of garment pattern drafting for
slopers. These are basic pattern blocks that include no design ease, but based only on direct translations of key
body measurements, the sloper reconstructs the exact space of the body. This parametric approach, as a mélange
of both empirical and surrealist tactics, accommodates work that is both hyper-specific and generative.
The work began with the translation of two different sequential drafting processes for women’s bodice patterns into
Grasshopper scripts. The two [the Japanese Bunka Fashion College drafting method and the Aldrich Metric Pattern
Cutting method] are compared based on the range of bodies that they are able process and the number of inputs
upon which they are contingent.
The Bunka Bodice Sloper constitutes a method of drafting established by the Bunka Fashion College in Japan and
has been popularized by pattern books such as Tomoko Nakamichi’s Pattern Magic series and Yoshiko Tsukiori’s
Stylish Dress Book(s), which have been made available in English in recent years.1 The Bunka method is a preferred
method of drafting because it only uses a few measurements to generate a flat bodice block. These dimensions are
center back length, waist, and bust. In reality, the pattern is primarily generated from the latter input, where back
length and waist are only used once in the drafting sequence. All other measurements are proportions of the bust
measurement. For instance, the front neckline depth is expressed as (B/24) + 3.4 cm. For this reason, the sloper is
designed with a range of bust sizes and body proportions in mind: those of young Japanese women.
Alternative to the bust-dependent Bunka drafting method, the Aldrich metric bodice sloper insists on individual
inputs taken directly from the body (although some inputs can be calculated in substitution, the pattern book does
recommend it). This bodice drafting method is offered as a popular tutorial on the sewing website Burdastyle, and it
seems to be the way that most sewists connected by the site approach patterning a custom bodice block.2 Because
it is contingent upon actual as opposed to proportional measurements, the Aldrich method can accommodate a
broader and more diverse array of bodies.
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bunka sloper
BACK WIDTH = BUST/8 + 7.4cm

+

BUST LINE = BUST/12 + 13.7cm

+
CHEST WIDTH = BUST/8 + 6.2cm

BODY WIDTH = BUST/2 + 6cm
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misgendering the aldrich sloper
FEMALE, AGE 6

-14.1 cm

-14.1 cm

MALE, AGE 26

-7.46 cm

-7.46 cm
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The testing of these two drafting methods self-consciously
pursues the production of the broadest possible spectrum
of bodies (these might be bodies with the smallest or
largest measurement sets, or those with the most extreme
disparities between measurements) despite operating
within what might be considered complex proportional
systems. The Bunka method is much more explicit in its
use of proportion, and specifically the proportions of a
particular type of female body. Both slopers are ostensibly
designed for women, but because the Aldrich method
insists on results for a wider array of bodies, I wondered if
I could effectively transgender the script or if it could even
distinguish the gender of a body by processing a set of
measurements taken from a man. Or alternatively, could
the script acknowledge the difference between girl and
woman and how would it receive measurements from a
much younger body? Would the script distort or potentially
be distorted by those inputs, which are not quantitativelyspeaking that distant from an adult female body, given the
range of inputs that might be attributed to an adult female
body.
These drawings demonstrate that the script is contingent
upon an underlying proportional relationship between
chest and bust measurements, where the bust must
always be at least, on average, 4 cm greater than the chest
(typical of most female bodies). Both patterns here show
negative relationships between chest and bust, where the
interpolated curve that constructs the armscye collapses
in on itself.
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organization of
e aldrich sloper

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_3
SEAMS_4
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_65.8 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_10
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_61 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_20.1 deg
SYMMETRICAL

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_6
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_39.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_4
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_39.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_4
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_40.8 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_3
SEAMS_4
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_66.7 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_3
SEAMS_4
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_64.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_4
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_64.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_4
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_64.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_9
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_39.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_20.1 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_8
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_39.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_7
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_39.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_9
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_39.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_20.1 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_8
SEAMS_4
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_53.3 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_20.1 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_7
SEAMS_5
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_66.7 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_20.1 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_7
SEAMS_5
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_66.7 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_20.1 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_6
SEAMS_5
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_66.7 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_20.1 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_6
SEAMS_5
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_67.6 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_20.1 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_5
SEAMS_5
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_67.6 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_4
SEAMS_5
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_67.6 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_3
SEAMS_6
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_93.4 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_3
SEAMS_6
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_93.4 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_3
SEAMS_6
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_92.5 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_3
SEAMS_6
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_92.5 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_3
SEAMS_6
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_91.6 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_9
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_61 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_20.1 deg

PATTERN PIECES_3
DARTS_5
SEAMS_5
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_107.5 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_20.1 deg

PATTERN PIECES_3
DARTS_4
SEAMS_5
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_107.5 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_20.1 deg

PATTERN PIECES_2
DARTS_4
SEAMS_4
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_93.6 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_20.1 deg

PATTERN PIECES_2
DARTS_3
SEAMS_4
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_93.6 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_2
DARTS_3
SEAMS_4
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_93.6 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_2
DARTS_2
SEAMS_4
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_93.6 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg
SYMMETRICAL

PATTERN PIECES_2
DARTS_2
SEAMS_4
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_93.6 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_2
DARTS_2
SEAMS_4
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_93.6 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg
SYMMETRICAL

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_2
SEAMS_4
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_85.6 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg
SYMMETRICAL

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_2
SEAMS_4
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_85.6 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_2
SEAMS_4
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_85.6 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg
SYMMETRICAL

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_3
SEAMS_4
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_74 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_3
SEAMS_4
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_74 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_3
SEAMS_4
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_74 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_4
SEAMS_4
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_66.7 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_5
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_66.7 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_2
DARTS_4
SEAMS_5
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_79.7 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_6
SEAMS_4
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_66.7 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_57 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_11
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_52.8 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_73 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_18
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_38.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_74 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_21
SEAMS_1
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_11.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_123 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_16
SEAMS_1
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_11.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_149 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_13
SEAMS_1
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_11.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_149 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_4
SEAMS_4
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_61 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_5
SEAMS_4
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_48 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_67 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_7
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_39.7 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_155 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_9
SEAMS_2
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_25.8 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_155 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_12
SEAMS_1
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_11.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_155 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_16
SEAMS_1
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_11.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_155 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_27
SEAMS_0
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_0 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_155 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_4
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_53.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_2
DARTS_4
SEAMS_4
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_70.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_8
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_71.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_54 deg
SYMMETRICAL

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_6
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_53.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_66 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_7
SEAMS_4
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_65.8 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_66 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_22
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_27.1 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_66 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_6
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_53.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_66 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_8
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_53.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_66 deg

eliminating seams

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_3
SEAMS_4
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_66.7 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

separating and rotating pattern
pieces away from original pattern lines and creating new darts
with folding pattern infill

horizontal darts & seams
rotating and drawing new
directional seam and dart lines;
compounds on the previous
operation

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_6
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_40.8 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_6
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_40.8 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_6
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_40.8 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_6
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_40.8 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_4
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_64.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg
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PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_3
SEAMS_4
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_66.7 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_5
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_40.8 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_4
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_64.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_4
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_40.8 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_4
SEAMS_5
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_66.5 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_4
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_40.8 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_13
SEAMS_1
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_11.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_149 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_4
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_64.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_3
SEAMS_6
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_91.6 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_4
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_64.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_4
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_65.8 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_4
SEAMS_5
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_66.5 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_29
SEAMS_0
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_0 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_138 deg

PATTER
DARTS_
SEAMS_
TOTAL S
MAX DA

PATTERN PIECES_2
DARTS_2
SEAMS_6
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_104.7 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_12 deg

PATTERN PIECES_2
DARTS_2
SEAMS_6
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_103.8 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_12 deg

PATTERN PIECES_2
DARTS_2
SEAMS_6
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_102.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_12 deg

PATTERN PIECES_3
DARTS_2
SEAMS_7
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_116.8 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_12 deg

PATTERN PIECES_4
DARTS_2
SEAMS_8
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_130.7 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_12 deg

RN PIECES_1
_4
_5
SEAM LENGTH_66.5 cm
ART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_2
DARTS_3
SEAMS_5
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_87.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_2
DARTS_3
SEAMS_5
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_82.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_2
DARTS_3
SEAMS_5
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_82.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_2
DARTS_3
SEAMS_5
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_82.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_2
DARTS_2
SEAMS_6
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_111.3 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg
SYMMETRICAL

PATTERN PIECES_2
DARTS_2
SEAMS_6
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_111.3 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_2
DARTS_2
SEAMS_6
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_111.3 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg
SYMMETRICAL

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_6
SEAMS_4
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_66.7 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_57 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_7
SEAMS_4
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_66.7 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_57 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_10
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_52.8 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_138 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_13
SEAMS_2
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_38.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_138 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_16
SEAMS_1
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_11.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_138 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_29
SEAMS_0
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_0 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_138 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_4
SEAMS_4
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_65.8 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_5
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_40.8 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_39 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_8
SEAMS_2
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_27.8 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_51 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_13
SEAMS_5
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_13.9 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_119 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_18
SEAMS_0
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_0 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_150 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_23
SEAMS_3
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_27.1 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_66 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_10
SEAMS_2
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_54.2 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_66 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_11
SEAMS_2
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_54.2 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_61 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_14
SEAMS_1
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_27.1 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_61 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_14
SEAMS_1
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_27.1 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_61 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_14
SEAMS_1
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_54.2 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_61 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_12
SEAMS_2
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_54.2 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_61 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_17
SEAMS_1
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_27.1 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_147 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_24
SEAMS_0
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_0 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_147 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_20
SEAMS_1
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_27.1 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_147 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_26
SEAMS_0
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_0 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_147 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_20
SEAMS_2
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_40.1 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_66 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_20
SEAMS_1
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_27.1 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_136 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_18
SEAMS_0
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_0 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_150 deg

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_20
SEAMS_2
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_40.1 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_66 deg

PATTERN PIECES_2
DARTS_24
SEAMS_0
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_0 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_147 deg
SYMMETRICAL

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_10
SEAMS_2
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_54.2 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_67 deg

PATTERN PIECES_2
DARTS_13
SEAMS_2
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_54.2 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_67 deg

PATTERN PIECES_2
DARTS_10
SEAMS_4
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_80.2 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_67 deg

PATTERN PIECES_2
DARTS_12
SEAMS_2
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_54.2 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_67 deg

PATTERN PIECES_2
DARTS_13
SEAMS_2
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_54.2 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_67 deg

PATTERN PIECES_2
DARTS_13
SEAMS_2
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_54.2 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_61 deg
SYMMETRICAL

PATTERN PIECES_1
DARTS_14
SEAMS_1
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_27.1 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_61 deg
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PATTERN PIECES_2
DARTS_24
SEAMS_0
TOTAL SEAM LENGTH_0 cm
MAX DART ANGLE_147 deg
SYMMETRICAL

Following these evaluations of both scripts, I proceeded to experiment with the ways of generating and organizing
bodice patterns relative to a sheet, material, and fabrication method, by exhaustively reconfiguring combinations of
folds and joints (darts and seams). This was taken up with the more robust Aldrich script and my own measurements as
a way of testing a specific body. In this period of pattern studies, I explored additional rule sets that integrated tectonics
and material with the primary body parameters: for instance, limiting the pattern to only horizontal folds and joints, or
eliminating most or all joints, so that the whole can be assembled by a system of folds. Initially, this pattern generation
took place outside the framework of the script, but operated on the conceit that the script environment was capable
of generating the same variations. At this point, the script does include a definition that reorganizes pattern pieces.
Parallel to this inquiry, I employed a process of making that translated pattern variations in different materials. Most
of the models are lasercut at either full or half-scale in heavy paper, so they had to conform to the dimensions of the
17.75” x 31.75” cut area and also the 22” x 30” standard Stonehenge sheet dimension. From there, I experimented
with 1/32” birch plywood, also lasercut, that introduced not only a new standard sheet constraint, but a new parameter
of grain direction and a different method of joinery (because the material could not sustain a fold as the paper originally
had).
Finally, patterns were reconsidered again to be fabricated by turret-punched and manually-bent thin-gauge rigidized
steel. Like the wood, this process is also contingent on the directionality of the material (the orientations of the steel roll
pattern that are most flexible or strongest) and a specific type of joint, but also introduces a level of separation between
myself, the designer, and a fabricator, where I now have to consult with the people who will both cut and fold pieces
as per my specifications. In this case, the pattern is used as both cut file and means of representation, where both
quantitative and qualitative information is interpreted from the drawings by the fabricator.
To be clear, these are not simply form-finding exercises, but tectonic and material experiments that reconcile the
generation of the body-specific as two-dimensional pattern with the parameters of full-scale fabrication. Additionally,
the work carried out thus far has both organized the system in which this research can operate and also provided
a catalog of tested material parameters and connection details to be applied to a more comprehensive or inclusive
script and instances of the script that reproduce the specific bodies of real subjects, wherein these instances might be
considered bodies themselves.

Tomoko Nakamichi, Pattern Magic; Pattern Magic II (London: Laurence King Publishing, 2010;
2011).
1

Winifred Aldrich, Metric Pattern Cutting for Women’s Wear, 5th ed. (Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2008),
featured on Burdastyle.com: http://www.burdastyle.com/techniques/constructing-the-basicbodice-block
2
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Rigidized panels, developed at ACADIA 2013

15.1

cm

10.2 cm

10.2 cm

toward multiplicitous bodies

The products of the bodice scripts set up a way of engaging with the body through fragments. The acceptance of
these fragments as bodies seems to disturb the idea of the body as necessarily whole. The ideal body is made ideal
not only in its association with an ideal measure, but in its requisite wholeness. The Vitruvian Man, the Modulor Man,
even the Neufert figure are all expressions of a closed system of proportions that exists as a notion independent of
the constituent parts of the body. Da Vinci’s rendering of the Vitruvian Man operates as such because it is ultimately
delimited by the inscribing circle and square: closed, pure geometries.
However, bodies are not wholes, bodies are matter, and a perfect sphere cannot exist in matter, at least at the scale
of the body. To be clear, this is a materialist approach to the body that follows from Deleuze and Guattari, as well as
the interpretations of Deleuzian corporeality discussed by Elizabeth Grosz and Greg Lynn, particularly as they have
recontextualized bodies in respect to the virtual or inorganic. Grosz deals more explicitly with bodies of difference
and spaces of and for the sexed body while Lynn’s sense of organs and bodies as multiplicities more directly
engages with architectural making and topological complexity.
Mike Silver’s work on mapping the “postproportional body” also confronts the ideal condition of bodily wholeness.
Responding directly to the Modular, he argues that the proportional body is based on a “two-fold prejudice: first,
that a normal body actually exists, and second that its dimensions should be organized according to an a priori
mathematical order.” He proposes a “soft cartograph[y]” of existing bodies which yields virtual and reproducible
bodies as scanned three-dimensional fragments.1
Greg Lynn, ever the proponent of topological complexity in architecture, suggests in his book Folds, Bodies &
Blobs the possibility of an inorganic body, that exists not as a whole but as a multiplicity. He writes: “spatial bodies
other than the ideal types are brought into affiliations with systems outside of their boundaries.” The very disunity of
the nonproportional or postproportional body is, in its discontinuity, its anti-wholeness, “capable of a multiplicity of
unforeseen connections.”2
Lynn borrows the concept of multiplicity from Deleuze and Guattari, and specifically their “body without organs”
(organization), which is, in Lynn’s words, “always both less than a single organism and an affiliation of many organs.”3
The limits of the multiplicitous body, as discontinuous boundaries, as potentially affiliative plications, comprise (and
compromise) the topological threshold that delimits the self from space. In A Thousand Plateaus, Deleuze and
Guattari describe the multiplicitous body as always in a state of becoming: “In fact, the self is only a threshold,
a door, a becoming between two multiplicities.”4 Deleuze’s description of the monad (the subject) relies on a
qualification of bodily constituency that is not whole or discrete or even material, but that is able to exert influence
on its surroundings. From The Fold: “I have a body because I have a clear and distinguished zone of expression.”
This zone “contains” the body, although what qualifies as bodily substance is not clear, only its relationship to
other subjects and objects. He continues: “All monads convey the entire world, and are distinguished only by their
subdivisions, by the clear zones of their expression.”5
So, bodies are not only not whole, but as long as they are distinct in their expression of body, of self, they need
not be separate from other bodies and surfaces. In fact, having a zone wherein this self is expressed presupposes
relationships to other bodies.
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Antoine Picon comments on this condition of subjectivity in the context of digital culture in his recent book Ornament:
The Politics of Architecture and Subjectivity, extending this kind of affiliative subjectivity to the way we occupy
virtual environments. At play here is “the idea that we are inherently manifold,” that there isn’t a clear separation
between digital and corporeal identities. We are not cyborgs, he writes, but “existences finely distributed within
various meshes, which articulate almost seamlessly the biological and the electronic.”6 The contemporary yearning
for our digital existence to also be bodily—in video-chatting, camming, teledildonics, and even the bodied self we
reconstitute in almost all social media profiles—further complicates the clearly defined categories of real body and
virtual body.
Elizabeth Grosz addresses the incorporation of body/subject and space or object through a mode of extension, but
she goes beyond Marshall McLuhan’s discussion of bodily and sensorial extension as condition of a communication
environment which he introduces in the seminal 1964 Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man and later in
Media is the Massage. Instead, she identifies this kind of prosthesis as a literal and inextricable part of the body
as perceived by its subject: the “body phantom.” In her essay on “Lived Spatiality,” she explains the subject’s
capacity for an internalized image of body that can “not only adapt to but also to become integrated with various
objects, instruments, tools and machines.”7 Both Grosz and Mark Wigley see architectural prosthesis as body but
simultaneously exterior to it, allowing for both the recognition of one’s own body as external or mutually space as
part of one’s body. Fundamentally, prosthesis is the body reproduced.
Wigley goes so far as to describe buildings, borrowing his phrasing from Sigfried Gideon, as “’human-limb’ objects
worn like clothing.” A prosthetic architecture becomes a “surrogate body ‘intended to second the person as such.’”8
It is difficult to ignore Freud and psychoanalytic theory when discussing prosthetic theory; both Wigley and Grosz
point to his contention that the prosthetic body “tries yet cannot be the self.”9 Wigley deduces that the body itself
is a kind of prosthetic of consciousness, while Grosz responds to the physical integration of body in the ego. She
quotes Freud: “The ego is first and foremost a bodily ego; it is not merely a surface entity but is itself the projection
of a surface.”10
So what are the implications of identifying a self or a fragment of self as separate from the continuity of one’s own
body? Grosz describes both the affirmation and potential horror of confronting one’s embodied self as other; a
prosthetic architecture can operate as mirror or doppelganger. Despite the latter proposition, she cites an overriding
“desire to be external to one’s own form” as a way to understand one’s own body in relation to others, which seems
to be most heightened in the understanding of body as a “libidinal constitution,” that is, in how it is differentiated
from other sexed bodies. Grosz argues that, because gender and sex are embodied states of self, they must be
considered spatially.11
Queer theorist Sara Ahmed goes further to described a phenomenology of the sexed body in similar terms in her
Queer Phenomenology. Here, bodies are understood in terms of their “orientation” to other bodies in space, and
in queered phenomenological moments the body is “disoriented,” becoming an entity distributed in space.12 Both
interpretations of the discontinuous, bodied subject by Grosz and Ahmed (and also in pioneering work by Judith
Butler13) are important in that they resist the implicit maleness and heteronormativity that colors our understanding
of lived spatiality. Deleuze in particular is criticized in his writing on intersubjectivity and treatment of the sexed other
(the female subject) as object.14 Our present understanding of corporeality is still needlessly based on white, middleclass, male subject.
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Beyond problematizing the conventional architectural body, both schematic and spatial, this project attempts to
negotiate the “vague geometry” of real bodies with the specificity of architectural production, such that the body isn’t
reduced by architecture’s implicit agenda of standardization. Expressed as constituencies (multiplicities, fragments,
zones), these bodied subjects can make affiliations not only with other subjects, but also with the spaces that contain
them. The result is an architectural surface that incorporates real bodies, extends them, repeats them, possibly fits
them or, more often, engages a deliberate illfit. These conditions provide an othering of our corporeal subjectivity as
it merges with space, constructing a boundary that amounts to an internal boundary-loss. It enables architecture to
provide a more explicit, more perceptible means by which we recognize our own bodies.
Mike Silver, “Traces and Simulations,” Mapping in the Age of Digital Media, ed. Mike Silver and
Diana Balmori. (Hoboken, NJ: Wiley, 2003), 109.
1

Greg Lynn, “Multiplicitous and Inorganic Bodies,” Folds, Bodies & Blobs: Collected Essays (La
letter volée, 1998), 41-2.
2

3

Lynn, Folds, Bodies & Blobs, 44.

Deleuze and Félix Guattari, “6. November 28, 1947: How Do You Make Yourself a Body without
Organs?” A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, 1980);
4

Gilles Deleuze, The Fold: Leibniz and the Baroque (New York: Continuum, 1993), 97-9. Additionally:
Deleuze, Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation (New York: Continuum, 2003; first published in
1981 in French).
5

Antoine Picon, Ornament: The Politics of Architecture and Subjectivity (New York: Wiley, 2013),
130.
6

Elizabeth Grosz, Architecture from the Outside: Essays on Real and Virtual Space (Cambridge, MA:
MIT University Press, 2001), 34.
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Mark Wigley, “Prosthetic Theory: The Disciplining of Architecture,” Assemblage No. 15 (August,
1991), 7-8.
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Wigley, “Prosthetic Theory,” 8.
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Grosz, Architecture from the Outside, 32-3.

Sara Ahmed, Queer Phenomenology: Orientations, Objects, Others (Duke University Press,
2006), 1-6.
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13

Judith Butler, Bodies that Matter: On the Discursive Limits of Sex (New York: Routledge, 1993).
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(-3.75 cm, 10.75 cm)

(12.25 cm, 4.75 cm)

OPEN + PROXIMAL BODIE

(24.75 cm, 6 cm)

proximal bodies
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making/multiplicity

Proceeding from the work on bodily specifity established by the sloper scripts, the project ultimately takes up
conditions of multiplicity and corporeality suggested by the discussion of body, self and space from Deleuze to
Ahmed.
Beginning this next phase of making, several anonymous subjects submitted measurements, based on my
instructions for mapping their own bodies. A set of eight measurements from eleven different bodies—ten female
and one male, ages 24-68—run through an amalgam of scripts which includes definitions for both the Bunka and
Aldrich bodice slopers, an Aldrich men’s bodice sloper, and a pants block tested for both male and female bodies.
With measurement data mapped from excel, the script first processes the proportions of key measurements from
the data set (for instance, the 4 cm threshold between chest and bust taken from the failure limits of the misgendered
Aldrich script) to toggle between bodice systems, between gendered fragments.
What follows is a series of body/pattern generations that attempt, iteratively, to (1) draw the continuities that render
legible bodies by closing enough darts and seams to produce the “vague geometry” that smacks of not only body,
but of a specific body; and (2) propose the discontinuities that allow for various opportunities for connection. These
bodies are constructed half, full, or slightly larger than full scale, so that they might better affiliate and forge more
intimate relationships with the real bodies that interact with them.

2
1

3
4

8

5

6

7

TAKING MEASURE

1 _measure from the base of the neck to the edge of your shoulder bone
2 _measure around your the base of your neck
3 _measure the circumference of your arm at the shoulder, from the edge of your shoulder bone around through the armpit
4 _measure above your bust, with your tape coming just under each arm, making sure that the tape is parallel around your body
5 _measure at the fullest part of your bust, making sure that the tape is parallel around your body
6 _measure around the narrowest part of your waist, with the tape parallel around your body
7 _measure around the fullest part of your hips and butt
8 _measure from the base of the neck to your waistline, along your spine
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9.000

11.090

7.613

6.613

7.613

SUBJECT01
gender_female
age_25
bust_104 cm
waist_74 cm

SUBJECT04

SUBJECT02
gender_female
age_47
bust_103 cm
waist_86 cm

SUBJECT03
gender_female
age_24
bust_112 cm
waist_100 cm

gender_female
age_41
bust_91 cm
waist_77 cm

SUBJECT06
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reflecting on bodies

The defense of the thesis at the final review provided an opportunity to orchestrate an event populated by these
reproduced bodies. As an installation featuring all the work of the semester, these bodies were represented as a
heterogeneous crowd, differentiated in their genders, sizes, scales, materials, tectonic details, use of image and
spatial relationships to each other and to the actual bodies in attendance. Full-scale unrolls of the patterns that
produce the constructed bodies extended from them on the floor, pulling into a more perceptible relationship the
schematic body, the spatial body, and our real bodies.
The conversation focused on implicit modes of disciplining the body, despite an overt agenda of resistance to the
disciplining forces of architectural and bodily norms. For instance, the aesthetic of the screw-fastened translucent
mylar and PETG fixed the hetereogeneity of the crowd into a disciplining aesthetic. The bodies only read as bodies
and as a differentiated bodies as a function of that material and tectonic format.
The discussion of fit and illfit was also reframed during the conversation at the final review as a matter of comfort: as
an ease of interaction with the artificial bodies and also as a matter of physical discomfort felt by actually occupying
them. The PETG bodies that do not necessarily “fit” their wearer or occupant, in terms of the direct mapping of
referent body to reproduced body, seemed to promote a more engaging interaction through the recognition of an
apparent illfit. Conversely, “worn” bodies whose referent and occupant are the same seemed to be disciplined by
the artifact of their own body. Before the review, I was screwed into a shell of my own torso that, in its materiality,
dictated my posture for the duration of the presentation. Here, actual fit is a disciplining condition. It seems then that
both of these values of illfit and discomfort should be invited, as a way of heightening the subjects consciousness of
their own spatiality, a further queering of our embodied relationships to architecture and standard.
The thesis ultimately becomes caught in this dilemma of authenticity (the contingency upon the subject’s real body)
and an agenda of subverted standard or subversive fit, wherein the former disciplines the body and the latter
operates against that expression of specificity.
The success of the installation, if one can define success in the framework of a thesis that consciously challenges
such categorical ascriptions, was at least for me to identify my own body as external to myself, but also to render
architectural objects (the constructed bodies) as not quite objects, but as parts or extensions of subjects.
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